INTRODUCTION
Heidi Wiren Bartlett, tireless in her battle against entropy -a pitched battle in time, against the force of time, which time will in turn erase -attempts to forestall the inevitable soiling, the trampling upon of the space for a few days, in order that she complete her work. Sisyphus is many things, but crappy is not one.
-Excerpt from Notes on the New and Ephemeral, For Heidi, in the Epistolary Style of David Dunlap, by Brian Prugh My aim is to call attention to moments and forgotten objects, including the environment, the body, its flora and fauna. The origin of this inquiry began with an interest in the perfect drawing; a drawing that could recreate the likeness of a body in two-dimensional space. This task was exhausting and the object was always more interesting as an animate body, not a drawing. However, in the drawing I was still attracted to the first marks. The first gestures on the page, they seemed important. Soon the silhouette was all that was left. A simple figure locked in time. The trace of an object, its outline, cut into paper. This evolved into the drawings of actions and performances I was too afraid to realize. Drawings of impossible tasks, like riding a buffalo or transforming into a satyr. A similar shift happened when I started making sculptures.
They were not nearly as interesting sitting on a pedestal as they were thrown against a wall.
I found action and performance therapeutic. My concern for the ordinary as monument and as self-portrait grew from a longing between my inner and outer body, an introspection and focus on outward physicality. White Monarch, in 2009 was one of the first pieces where I explored my body through a performance self-portrait. The premise of the piece was my transformation from Omega to Alpha, submissive to dominate. This transition was literal. First, I was carried inside a plastic bag into the space. Then other performers forcefully transformed me into a painted white body. I was physically altered by the hands of others and then I became Alpha, dominating and controlling those who originally controlled me. I became a White Monarch, a sacred white deer. Through the connection with other bodies I found myself.
Merleau-Ponty renders experience of immediate and direct relevance to philosophy and the production of knowledge. . . . He locates experience midway between mind and body. Not only does he think experience to the privileged locus of consciousness; he also demonstrates that experience is always necessarily embodied, corporeally constituted, located in and as the subject's incarnation. Experience can only be understood between mind and body -or across them -in their lived conjunction. July 2010, I moved inside Victoria. After three days I decided to give her light. Windy nights made her castrato croon. Queen Anne style, Miss Victoria, she finally got back fifteen windows and six livable rooms. The kitchen, where you stand, had only North windows; she was full of coon shit. Lath stripped and now she's part of me. After fifty-four years she's occupied.
Tour her.
Similarly, in 2012 I worked on Action, Recalibration: no. 4, a project to restore four, third story windows at the Elsewhere Collaborative in Greensboro, NC. The windows had been boarded up for decades. The space is thought to be haunted, and in keeping with its reputation, deemed the Ghost Room. Convinced there were no ghosts, it became my duty to bring light, bodies and conversation back to the space. It was my contention that once the windows were fixed, and light was brought back to the room, the space would lose its title as 'a room of ghosts.' People would then desire to inhabit the space once again.
After creating White Monarch and Action, Recalibration: no. 4, my work was clearly evolving to grapple with two specific concepts. One focused on the relationship I had within my own body and the second a fascination with how my body connects to its environment. Now, I seek to translate those relationships, acting as prolocutor and provocateur for the forgotten connection between our inner and outer bodies. As scientific understanding has grown, so our world has become dehumanized. Man feels himself no longer involved in nature and has lost his emotional "unconscious identity" with natural phenomena. . . . No voices now speak to man from stones, plants, and animals, nor does he speak to them believing they can hear.
-Carl Jung, "Approaching the Uncounscious"
We are dehumanized because of the division humans have created between ourselves and everything else. This haunts me. The animals are no less animal for not knowing us. It is we humans who have lost our animal. I am interested in situations that confuse and conflate these binaries, especially this relationship to the animal. This delineation is not so black and white, one in opposition to the other. We are all animals. The Grass is Green is mostly static with the exception of the ice's permutations.
Rite of Spring and The Grass is Green
This piece includes a small whitetail fawn frozen into a block of ice, grass and soil. As the ice melts the fawn inside the ice is slowly released, watering the grass. Giving life as its metamorphosis continues.
Both of these sculptures are meant for pause and meditation. They are fetish objects and they afford the viewer a way to face death without smelling it. These pieces exhibit controlled decomposition and death. The same death we will also know. They become a memento mori and peaceful reminder that death is inevitable. Death becomes the great equalizer that all living creatures, flora or fauna experience. These sculptures act as a reflection and representation of time and how it does not discriminate.
The wild geese do not intend to cast their reflection; The water has no mind to receive their image.
The general tendency of the Western mind is to feel that we do not really understand what we cannot represent, what we cannot communicate by linear signs-by thinking. We are like the "wallflower" who cannot learn a dance unless someone draws him a diagram of steps.
-Alan W. Watts 2 _______________
IN A RUT
Traditionally, the human body, our body, not the stage, is our true site for creation and materia prima. It's our empty canvas, musical instrument, and open book; our navigation chart and biographical map; the vessel for our ever-changing identities; the centerpiece of the altar so to speak. Even when we depend too much on objects, locations, and situations, our body remains the matrix of the piece.
Our body is also the very center of our symbolic universe-a tiny model for humankind (humankind and humanity are the same word in Spanish, humanidad)-and at the same time, a metaphor for the larger sociopolitical body. If we are capable of establishing all these connections in front of an audience, hopefully others will recognize them in their own bodies.
3
RUT, a collaborative performance I directed in the Ana Mendieta Gallery in the fall of 2013, illustrates the body as the center of our symbolic universe. The installation evolves throughout the exhibition, it is malleable and changes daily. The shifts happen with the efforts and actions of six performers. What, how and when items in the space shift is entirely dependent on the performers. It is important that the performers choose how they affect the space. Each performer has a unique interpretation of a deer in rut. The performers encapsulate the difference between the search for a mate and allowing a mate seek out he or she.
Each performer is given tasks built on the history of Joseph Beuys' practice of "social sculpture." Beuys argued that the plastic dimension of thought is connected to the social construction of lived reality and that "everyone is an artist."
4 Guillermo GomezPena and Roberto Sifuentes' Radical Performance Pedagogy was also an influence. This pedagogy bridges gaps between performance, theory, communities, new technologies and ______________ activist politics. In this pedagogy there is space for discovery, play and freedom to reconnect with others and yourself. RUT examines these same concepts: collaboration, performance, endurance and the parallels between human and animal, male and female.
The motivation for RUT emerged from a desire to create a series of animal prosthetics that could be worn or manipulated by the human body. Specifically are (animals) we will not be able to understand and appreciate this space we inhabit.
Once we accept that there are no hierarchies between species, we'll have perspective.
Maybe then the word animal could once again include the human animal.
A mouse in a trap takes a long time to realize he's in a trap. After that something in him never stops trembling.
- 
